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Executive Summary
This analysis compares our product against 5 competitors and influencers:

• Direct Competitors AWS Sagemaker and GCP AI Platform
• Indirect Competitor IBM Watson Machine Learning
• Influencers SAP Artificial Intelligence and Salesforce Einstein

It shows detailed comparison across 5 areas:
• Overview of services
• Pricing
• Documentation
• Testimonials
• Getting started

These are the top 5 recommendations:
• Provide a visual of the basic architecture of our product on home page
• Validate that feature areas highlighted on home page are the most relevant ones
• Showcase our commitment to cutting-edge new ML features in our product
• Introduce more links to product detail pages to allow further reading
• Ensure that users new to AML but not to Azure are suitably onboarded
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Business Overview

• Our business area has as its goal to democratize artificial intelligence (AI), lowering the barrier of entry for bringing 
machine learning (ML) capabilities to enterprise applications without requiring advanced skills in AI or data science (DS)

• Cloud AI services are not strictly speaking required, as ML can be done with open source frameworks, but will likely run 
into issues scaling workloads because training real-world models typically requires large compute clusters

• AI services span a spectrum of general-purpose services with high flexibility on one end and special-purpose services with 
high ease-of-use on the other

• On the first end, and our main focus, is what we’re calling MLaaS (machine learning as a service), which are machine 
learning services for custom predictive analytics. These are cloud-based platforms that cover most infrastructure issues 
such as data pre-processing, model training, and model evaluation, with further prediction. They allow for fast model 
training and deployment and handle the lifecycle of a machine learning model. Users don’t have to provision and manage 
compute, storage, and networking environments to run jobs, or set up and configure DS environments for training, tuning, 
and hosting the model. The services do expect data scientists to bring their own dataset and code so they can train a 
model against custom data. They require some ML experience. Our product in this area is Azure Machine Learning

• On the other end and related to MLaaS, there are also machine learning APIs for services with pre-trained models that are 
plug and play, requiring users to just feed in their data. Examples include computer vision, natural language processing, 
and speech services. These don’t require ML experience. Our products in this area are under Cognitive Services
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Source: Appanion

We mitigated not being 
first to the cloud 
market by making 
strong commitments to 
develop and innovate

MLaaS services are 
strongly linked to their 
associated cloud 
providers. Here is the 
overall landscape
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Source: Statista

Though we’re 
currently #2 in the 
cloud market, we 
grow significantly 
year on year
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Method Introduction and Goals

Competitive analysis is a UX research method that seeks to learn from 
competitors, examining their best practices and bad user experiences, 
what types of customer segments use their products, and how current 
digital solutions address or fail to meet the needs of target customers, 
with the end goal of devising a solution that creates a competitive 
advantage
The goal is to benchmark how competitors present and differentiate 
themselves in this market and use the insights to improve our own 
positioning
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Competitors and Influencers

Direct Competitors offer a very similar value proposition to a similar 
customer base, current or future

• AWS Sagemaker
• GCP AI Platform

Indirect Competitors offer a related but different value proposition to a 
similar customer base

• IBM Watson Machine Learning offers a select bundle of ML services on various 
locales; IBM’s MLaaS is split between this service and Watson Studio

Influencers offer a related value proposition to a related customer base
• SAP Artificial Intelligence offers a limited number of pre-made AI services
• Salesforce Einstein does the same; these are more like our Cognitive Services than 

AML
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Scope of Study

• Comparison across 5 areas of public, pre-paywall content on each company’s website 
(except influencers, who are examined for select features). Focuses on opening matter, 
not detail pages
• Overview of services
• Pricing
• Documentation
• Testimonials
• Getting started

• Not focused on feature-level offerings, compatibilities, or product functionalities
• Comparison focuses on UX interest areas around information architecture, content 

strategy, visual design, and interaction design
• Assumes user is not committed to a solution or feature, but is shopping for their 

company, consulting client, or personal project
• Focuses on full-service, flexible MLaaS whenever possible over single-serve, pre-made AI 

services
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Our Product
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Microsoft’s Azure Machine Learning
Overview: Empower developers and data scientists with a wide 
range of productive experiences for building, training, and 
deploying machine learning models faster

Founded:
2014

Market position:
#2

Pricing:
pay as you go (2 tiers, basic 
with less functionality and 
enterprise with full 
functionality)

Main segments:
autoML, pipelines, integrated 
notebooks, compute instance, 
SDK support, compute, data 
for ML, MLOps, labeling
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Overview of Services

Advance on scroll instead of 
click flows nicely

Succinct 
description of 
product benefits

Video introduction 
alternative

4 key areas 
identified as selling 
points with short 
descriptions

No links provided 
for latter 2 key areas

Tabbed navigation 
shows contents of 
home page

It also prevents from surfacing 
much information
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Videos are often 
positively perceived as 
interactive

No link for 
more info

Unclear why this is not 
presented in a frame like 
the mock-ups

Unclear why the other 
sections are mock-ups 
rather than videos
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Uncertain why this is 
presented with a different, 
bulleted layout with check 
marks as opposed to 
paragraph form like above

No link for more info

Some of these are for 
different audiences. 1, 3, 4 
more data scientists,  2 and 
5 more for ops/IT

Pointing out open-
source compatibility is 
nice

Unclear how 
these 5 areas 
were chosen

This wasn’t shown in 
the curation of 4 
main areas above
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Pricing
This is all that’s 
visible of pricing on 
the home page

After clicking on the link 
from home, users are 
brought to this pricing page

Succinct summary of 
pricing benefits

Blue branding is different 
from the black of the home 
page. Unclear why

Unclear why this is repeated 
from before. Redundant

Long paragraph that hides 
the fact that Enterprise is in 
preview

Visible CTA but 
not large
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Nice table for 
comparing 
options

Pricing seems like a place 
where users might want help, 
especially if they’re interested 
in the enterprise preview. 
None is available

Not sure if intent is to 
eventually upsell customers 
but there’s no incitement to 
upgrade
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This is where the architecture 
of the product/feature list is 
visible for the first time. Odd 
that it’s in pricing rather than 
the main page

This breakdown makes me 
think we’re in danger of 
shipping the org chart--
presenting parts of the 
product in the way we 
internally organize, rather than 
how the user breaks it down
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Breakdown chart leads 
directly into VM pricing, 
which is a lot of text but 
easily scannable (the page 
continues, showing the 
huge range of VMs)

Could potentially 
incorporate another 
CTA in-between 
sections to break it up 
and reminder users to 
start a trial

Nice filter 
option to cut 
down on 
results

Nice intro to 
pricing 
tables
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Documentation
3-panel design. Not immediately 
obvious that each part is clickable, 
and no auto-advance. Could be more 
effective as a carousel

Plain-looking documentation 
link section

Nice breakdown of beginner 
vs. advanced

Nice that there are videos

Unclear what “featured” means

Shift in tone here from imperative 
“do this…” to “you can…”

This paragraph in particular is less 
coherent and polished than others. 
Not all elements are strongly related
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Testimonials
This element is a carousel, which 
works nicely as a showcase

Link to read more does a 
good job of highlighting key 
content and making the 
rest available elsewhere

Good use of quote

This one needs a 
proofread
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Getting Started On home, 3 different reminders 
to get started, which is a good 
reinforcement of the message

Top banner 
of page

Middle 
of page

Bottom 
of page
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Clicking “start 
free” goes to this 
page

Good info and 
structure on 
this page

Users might expect that clicking 
from the previous page takes 
them directly to sign-up. This is 
an extra click

Option to buy now was not 
surfaced on the pricing page 
(or anywhere else)

Not an optimal flow for users 
of Azure who are new to AML. 
Hopefully the page would 
dynamically adapt
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Direct Competitors
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Amazon’s AWS Sagemaker
Overview: Fully managed service that provides every developer 
and data scientist with the ability to build, train, and deploy 
machine learning models quickly

Founded:
2015

Market position:
#1

Pricing:
pay as you go

Main segments:
label (1 service), build (2 services), 
train & tune (3 services), deploy & 
manage (3 services), 1 service across 
build--train & tune, 1 service across 
build--train & tune--deploy & 
manage
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Overview of Services

Appealing language 
of democratization

Events are 
intriguing

Nice description but users 
may not care for the longer 
read

Pitting SageMaker
against traditional ML is 
a smart move

Graphic of services with descriptions 
broken down by stages is highly 
informative. Impressive sense-
making and presentation

Tabbed navigation on click 
offers a lot of information 
hidden away
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Clever repackaging of 
controversial services (MTurk as 
backbone of SageMaker Ground 
Truth labeling)
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Exclusivity of “only on 
SageMaker” is an effective 
marker of uniqueness

Still easily scannable due 
to titles

Nice ability to 
magnify

Dark theme evokes developer-
friendly associations

Effective callout of 
what value add is

Gives a huge amount of 
detail on features

Change in background 
color across 3 stages helps 
break up page

Clear breakdown into 
3 main steps (see 
previous page)

Audience is focused on 
data scientists
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Pricing
Very text-heavy

Unclear what happens after 2-month 
free trial, and what the tiers are

No intro to VM pricing tables. A new user 
might need guidance

Overall fairly opaque 
explanation of pricing

No CTA to incite 
purchasing or trying
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Documentation

Nice intro video

Good breakdown that 
reflects categories 
previously established

The benefit of showing this on a 
separate page is clear, as the full depth 
of resourcing is on display

Visual design is different on this 
page, which calls attention to its 
different functionality, but 
background of video ties back to 
previous design elements
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Appealing card layout with 
descriptions of what each 
guide or course 
accomplishes
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Testimonials
Too minimal. Seeing only the companies (and forcing 
users to click in) doesn’t reveal anything about how 
they used SageMaker or why a new user should care
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Getting Started

Getting started 
banner at top of 
page

Second one on 
bottom of page

Nice cohesive 
design across 
the two CTAs

Unclear why 
bottom CTA isn’t 
orange to call 
attention to itself 
and match AWS 
branding

Not an optimal flow for users of 
AWS who are new to SageMaker. 
Hopefully the page would 
dynamically adapt

2 incitements to sign up 
is likely enough to hook 
interested users
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Nice that a link for more info is 
offered

Concerning that this isn’t 
covered on the pricing page

Option to sign in is 
good for users not 
new to AWS

Clicking from the previous page 
brings the user to sign-up. Nice 
that it’s direct
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Google’s GCP AI Platform

Overview: Code-based data science development environment 
empowers machine learning developers, data scientists, and 
data engineers to take their projects from ideation to 
deployment, quickly and cost-effectively

Founded:
2016

Market position:
#3

Pricing:
n/a (in beta)

Main segments:
prepare (2 services), build & 
run (5 services), manage (3 
services), share (2 services)
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Overview of Services

Nice minimalist design 
and graphic

Pointing out on-prem 
compatibility is nice

Leaning on other 
Google technology 
like TensorFlow is 
good for building 
credibility but might 
call into question if 
non-Google tech is 
supported

Layout is a single page 
of info. Tab navigation 
is for GCP in general. 
Extremely streamlined 
presentation
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Effective breakdown of 
4 main categories with 
products

“Related” products 
sounds more ancillary 
than it probably is

Writing here falls flat and 
should be more dynamic. 
It doesn’t sell the 
product. More telling 
than showing

Also mostly targeted for 
data scientists/ML 
engineers
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Great graphic that 
ties user activities 
with GCP services. 
Recalls similar AWS 
graphic

Visual presentation 
is not as minimal as 
other items on the 
page (and font 
appears different)
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Pricing

Very minimal pricing 
info on the home 
page

Clicking on the first link leads to a 
loop back to the home page, 
possibly because the product is 
in beta with selected groups 
prior to GA

To the right is the pricing 
calculator, which is 
uncharacteristically 
maximalist for a Google 
design

It does offer help on 
hoverNo CTA to incite 

purchasing or trying
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Documentation
Minimal display of resources 
that hide full-service 
documentation

Orange icons differ in 
branding from other 
items on the page, and 
it’s unclear why

Vague categories. What is 
“and more?” How is 
content from AI hub 
different from the other 
content?

Card-based visual 
design is clean
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Clicking on “tutorials, 
quickstarts, and more” 
goes to this page

Text-heavy and 
maximalist, with 
little hierarchy

Not immediately 
obvious where to 
start
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Testimonials
Nice minimal carousel of 
user quotes

Doesn’t seem to be 
more info about this 
client or a case study

Unclear what partners 
means even after reading 
the description 

The idea is intriguing

Not shown, but there’s a see 
all partners that gives more 
info on a separate page
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Getting Started

Option to contact sales is 
nice. Hopefully they also 
answer questions

Contact sales is potentially 
blunt as a CTA

Banner at top 
of page

Bottom of page banner

Redundant second 
contact sales button

Unclear why bottom of 
page CTA is for the free 
trial while the top is for 
contact sales

Help is more visible with 
GCP than Azure and AWS
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Clicking “try free” 
goes to this page

Users might expect that clicking 
from the previous page takes them 
directly to sign-up. This is an extra 
click

Not an optimal flow for users of 
GCP who are new to the AI 
Platform. Hopefully the page 
would dynamically adapt

This information feels relevant 
to the pricing page so unclear 
why it’s not there

Nice layout of 
benefits
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Indirect Competitor
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IBM’s Watson Machine Learning

Overview: Run machine-learning models anywhere, across any 
cloud. Bring your open source AI projects into production. For 
data scientists and developers

Founded:
2017

Market position:
#4

Pricing:
pay as you go or subscription

Main segments:
AI lifecycle management, 1-click 
deployment, model operations, 
integrated UI end-to-end, deploy any 
model at scale, dynamic retraining
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Overview of Services
Similar to AWS, a tab on click 
navigation, but with less content

Image not obviously 
relevant

Very deployment-focused descriptions. 
What about other steps?

Less visually appealing than 
the top 3 players. Somewhat 
outdated look

Compatibility across clouds and open 
source is enticing and helps draw 
attention away from the product’s lower 
market position

Good range of actions from the 
top banner from free trial to 
tour to consultation

Nice video intro
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Use of numbers is eye-
catching but they don’t feel 
consequential here. A user 
might wonder why should 
these stats matter to them

Link to other Watson 
services feels like a 
distracting move away 
from this product

Nice breakdown 
of features

Could use some 
visual interest to 
break up the 
page and make 
it scannable
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Effective comparison chart 
that makes the product 
look good, though it’s easy 
to tout features above 
conventional ML tools

What’s concerning is that 
conventional ML tools 
aren’t defined. There’s a 
huge range and usage 
varies widely. It may not 
actually say much or be 
verifiably true

Strongest targeting 
to ML engineers
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Pricing

Video is out of place 
on this page

“Book a consultation” is 
friendlier language than 
Google’s ”contact sales”

Booking feels less 
immediate as an action

2 CTAs for starting a trial 
offers good visibility
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This is the best pricing page of the 
competitors. Clearly lays out 
options, features, and actual 
dollars. Easy to read, and strikes a 
balance between thorough and 
spare

Not shown, but in addition to 
3 cloud plans, 1 server and 1 
local plan is offered 
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Documentation

This is the most 
intriguing feature 
and one that no 
other competitor 
offers

Banner on 
home page

Nice modern visual 
design and content

Doesn’t match other 
branding
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Again, video doesn’t directly 
relate to the topic

This is one page where I’d advocate 
not having prominent trial and 
consultation CTAs

”Quick links” is also a 
puzzling header

Study seems to be at a lower level than 
some of these other higher-level items 
like documentation

Nice links to GitHub and Stack 
Overflow establish credibility by 
association

Surprising that documentation 
isn’t more prominently shown

Unclear what ”featured” means. 
Promoted? If so, why?

FAQ not 
labeled

Additional resources page 
from tab navigation
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Testimonials
These look like generic stock 
photos, which isn’t appealing

Description text in the imperative 
is momentarily confusing. If this 
is what that client achieved, 
writing it that way would be 
more effective
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Getting Started

4 CTAs is likely too 
much

Vague description but 
intriguing lab

Bottom of page

Seeing news doesn’t seem 
to belong with getting 
started

Different and less visually 
salient look, which may go 
unnoticed

Top of page 
banner
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Accounts for users 
already on their cloud 
who are trying the ML 
service

Nothing has been done 
yet but the screen is 
already showing an 
error message

Good reminder of 
benefits

Different visual branding 
again. Site may have been 
pieced together by disparate 
design teams

Nice that no 
credit card is 
required

As with AWS, clicking from the 
previous page brings the user 
directly to sign-up

Nice ability to learn 
more
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Influencers (Select Features Only)
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SAP’s Artificial Intelligence

• Overview: Make confident decisions, automate repetitive tasks, and 
deliver human experiences with embedded artificial intelligence and 
machine learning
• Main segments: intelligent robotic process automation, 

conversational AI, data intelligence, service ticket intelligence, cash 
application
• Low market share
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Very effective use of stats in 
selling the product

Nice to have endorsements from 
experts. Not seen elsewhere

Nice link to additional content with 
an intriguing title

On second glance it appears to be 
in-house content, which is 
contrary to my expectation of 
articles from academics and field 
experts
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Of all competitors, 
this is the most user-
friendly help section

Nice that other 
country numbers 
are offered

Unclear what 
“offline” means

Call and chat 
options should 
be clickable
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Salesforce’s Einstein

• Overview: Get more done with Einstein, your smart CRM assistant. 
Make decisions faster, make employees more productive, and make 
customers happier using AI across the Salesforce Customer 360 
Platform
• Main segments: machine learning (discovery, prediction builder, next 

best action), natural language processing, computer vision, automatic 
speech recognition
• Low market share
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Also a nice 
help section

Different color 
background works here 
to draw attention to the 
offer

It’s likely strategic that both 
small competitors (here 
marked influencers) 
prominently offer help. It’s an 
area where they can offer 
value to make up for a less 
mature product

Nice tabular breakdown of 
product areas with 
advance on scroll

Language indicates these 
services are more for AI 
beginners
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Summary
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Comparison Chart

Overview Pricing Documen-
tation

Testimonials Getting 
Started

Azure Average Average Poor Excellent Average

AWS Excellent Very Poor Excellent Very Poor Average

GCP Good Very Poor Very Poor Average Average

IBM Poor Excellent Poor Poor Average

These are grades aggregated for each focus area by provider:

Scale:

Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

Very Poor
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Findings Summary

• As expected, direct competitors have the most similarity with us in product structure and functionality, as 
well as presentation. Direct competitors structure their products as full-service, end-to-end MLaaS tied to 
their respective clouds

• As competitors get smaller they partition their product more, selling it as parts, and tie it less to the cloud. 
Our indirect competitor shares moderate similarity with us, as they break their service into 2 parts and offer 
non-cloud options

• Influencers have the least similarity with us. These small competitors are on the level of selling one-off AI 
services rather than a cohesive solution, resembling our Cognitive Services rather than AML. Their main 
businesses are in tangential areas, and their AI offerings are basic

• Big players are in the market for enterprise customers, and may also pick up consultancies and startups. 
Small players are after low-hanging fruit from small clients

• No single competitor does the best across the 5 interest areas. Each has strengths and weaknesses we can 
learn from. Nobody does a great job with onboarding, which is a big opportunity

• There are similarities in messaging and tone throughout, with nuances in which are more effective. However, 
the generalizations point to the fact that in some or even many cases, the buyer is not the end user, so 
being careful of language that is inclusive of many parties is critical
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• In fitting with their branding, Amazon has the most info-rich, maximalist 
presentation, while Google has the most edited, minimalist presentation 
(though clicking into some pages brings the user to a few extra-dense pages). We 
are somewhere in the middle, and I’d argue, should stay that way, but with 
improvements inspired by learnings from this study
• Competitive advantages

• AWS has the most critical mass behind their cloud, and likely their MLaaS product. They’re 
likely able to funnel considerable cloud profits into developing Sagemaker and convert 
existing customers. They have strong credibility with startups and the best reputation

• GCP has strong investments in open source like TensorFlow, which give them considerable 
influence outside their cloud, and other popular investments like Colab and Kaggle, and are 
likely to pick up many more acquisitions through their parent Alphabet

• We have tech-forward and interesting features coming out of MSR like AI fairness, and have 
strong hook-ups with related areas like MLOps, data to AI, and notebooks/IDE options

• See the next slide for product feature differentiation
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Overview Page Comparison

Azure Machine Learning AWS SageMaker GCP AI Platform IBM Watson ML

• MLOps
• Responsible AI
• Security

• Data labeling by 
humans

• Prediction validation 
by humans

• IDE for ML
• Debugger
• Elastic inference

• Kubeflow and other in-
house open source 
tools

• API generation
• Lifecycle management
• Dynamic retraining

These are feature novelties presented on the home page by 
each provider:
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Recommendations: Overview of Services
Recommendation Inspiration Priority

Introduce more links to product detail pages throughout to offset the streamlined quantity of 
content the scroll tab navigation can accommodate

n/a. our 
product 
weakness

high

Unify the information structure and visual presentation across main product demo areas n/a medium

Ensure these highlighted areas are the most relevant ones for users to see. Ours is more 
feature-related while AWS and GCP are more ML stage-related (Salesforce too, but they’re 
selling individual services)

AWS, GCP, 
Salesforce

high

Provide indication of the basic architecture of the product on home page. This could take the 
form of a graphic like with AWS and GCP

AWS, GCP high

Explore linking other engagement forms like events or conferences (maybe AML presence at 
upcoming Build)

AWS low

Show the improvement compared with traditional ML tools/methods AWS low

Showcase the exclusive benefits of our product that competitors don’t have AWS medium

Use statistics to show concrete value add with our product AWS, SAP medium

Potentially address on-prem compatibility (GCP) or compatibility across other clouds (IBM), but 
be careful, as we still want to convert users to our product and cloud

GCP, IBM low 69



Recommendations: Pricing
Recommendation Inspiration Priority

Offer pricing help (maybe following “consultation” language like IBM) IBM medium

Give info on how to sign up for enterprise beta (GCP also has beta but currently also 
doesn’t give sign-up info)

GCP medium

Offer buy now info in addition to free trial n/a low

Redesign the page to be more scannable with bulleted or chunked info, tables, 
highlights

IBM medium
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Recommendations: Documentation
Recommendation Inspiration Priority

Better integrate the two parts of the page dedicated to how to use the product (AWS 
has a more cohesive design)

AWS medium

Build out a more prominent documentation section, potentially with the use of cards 
(AWS) or other visual cues

AWS medium

Explore whether there’s any appetite for a community feature like IBM’s IBM low
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Recommendations: Testimonials
Recommendation Inspiration Priority

Explore additional endorsements (like GCP’s partners) or experts (SAP) GCP, SAP low
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Recommendations: Getting Started
Recommendation Inspiration Priority

Either remove the extra click to sign up (like AWS and IBM), or rephrase the CTA to 
make clear that there’s an extra step (GCP also has extra step but fails to warn users)

AWS, IBM, 
GCP

medium

Ensure that users new to AML but not to Azure don’t create another account. Ideally 
they’re welcomed as a current user

AWS, IBM high

Offer a way to reach sales GCP medium

Offer help in general GCP, SAP, 
Salesforce

medium
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Conclusion

To improve our pre-paywall experience, it’s recommended to focus on the 
overview experience first, as it outlines our offerings and value proposition 
to potential users, and the getting started experience second, because it’s 
the locus of conversion from potential to actual users. Documentation is 
third, as it details product functionality and is our weakest area
Top 5 recommendations include:

• Providing a visual of the basic architecture of our product on home page
• Validating that feature areas highlighted on home page are the most relevant ones
• Showcasing our commitment to cutting-edge new ML features in our product
• Introducing more links to product detail pages to allow further reading
• Ensuring that users new to AML but not to Azure are suitably onboarded
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Next Steps/Further Research

• If desired, add analysis of low-priority indirect competitor IBM Watson 
Studio and influencer Oracle
• Make recommended changes; test usability if possible; record telemetry 

and analyze for effects
• Competitive usability research on free trial experience for new users or ML 

service addition for existing cloud users
• Competitive usability research on a selected number of core tasks (i.e. 

building a model, training a model, deploying a model) with standardized 
materials
• Competitive analysis across machine learning feature specifics, APIs, or 

specialized tools as part of MLaaS services
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Thank you
Contact me for more information or with questions
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